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DYNAMICS                        AKIAKI   
Dynamics   tells   us   what   the   volume   is   in   the   music.   

 
You   are   going   to   write   and   perform   a   piece   of   music   using   a   range   of    akiaki  
Dynamics.  
Work   in   groups   of   4-5  
Your   group   will   need   :  
Something   to   write   on   /write   with.   
A   range   of   percussion   or   other   instruments.  
 
HERE   IS   A   RESOURCE  

pp    p  mp  mf  f  ff  
pianissimo  piano  Mezzo   piano  Mezzo   forte  Forte  For�ssimo  

Very   quiet  Quiet/so�  Moderately  
so�  

Moderately  
loud  

Loud  Very   loud  

You   can   also   use   

  
crescendo  decrescendo  

  Ge�ng   louder  Ge�ng   quieter  

 
TASK  
In   your   group.   Create   a   score   like   the   example   below.    Then   prac�se   it   and   perform   it   to  
the   class.  
Hints:   You   could   use   rhythmic   pa�erns(os�nato).   You   don’t   all   have   to   play   at   once.  
You   could   use   a   �meline.  
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TREBLE   CLEF    tohu   (tārawa)   oro   tīkā  
A   clef   is   a   musical   symbol   used   to   indicate   the   pitch   of   wri�en   notes.  

 

NOTES   IN   MUSIC   ONLY   USE   THE   LETTER   NAMES              A   B   C   D   E   F   G  
TASK  
1.   On   your   own   or   in   pairs   make   up   as   many   words   as   you   can   with   just   these   le�ers.  

e.g.   beef.  

 
2.   Use   this   treble   clef   note   diagram   to   write   your   words   in   music   on   the  
manuscript   below  
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Write   a   musical   story.  
 
Here   is   an   example   of   a   story.  
 
 
Once   upon  �me   a   man   called   
 
 
Work   out   what   this   says   then   write   your   own   story   using   the   words   you   found.  
Don’t   write   in   the   le�er   names   so   you   can   give   it   to   someone   to   work   out.  
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COMPOSE   A   MELODY/TUNE                     RANGI  

   

 

Not   achieved  Achieved  Merit  Excellence  

Piece   not  
completed   or   not  
a�empted.  

Creates   a   melody  
using   the   notes   DFGAC  
on   manuscript  

Creates   an   interes�ng  
melody   using   the   notes  
DFGACD   on   manuscript.  

Creates   and   interes�ng   and  
effec�ve   melody   using   the   notes  
DFGACD   on   manuscript.  
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ON   MUSESCORE  
Task:   Write   a   melody   

Use   the   notes    D   F   G   A   C   D     Do   not   use   E   or   B   Start   on   D   end   on   D    

                      

1)  File   new        >    Treble   clef  

2)     ADD:   Title   etc.   add        

3) Choose   an   instrument   you   think   can   play   a   melody.   

4) Key   signature   (leave   blank)   >   next  

5) Time   signature   4/4  

6) 8   bars     press      Finish  

8) Use   N   and   add   the   notes   you   want.   

R EFLECTION  

Which   method   did   you   prefer:   Musescore   or   paper   ?    ______________  

Not   achieved  Achieved  Merit  Excellence  

Piece   not   completed   or  
not   a�empted.  

Creates   a   melody   using  
the   notes   DFGAC   on  
musescore.  

Creates   an   interes�ng  
melody   using   the   notes  
DFGACD   on   musescore  

Creates   and   interes�ng  
and   effec�ve   melody  
using   the   notes   DFGACD  
on   musescore  
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Y10       Blues   Scales  
TASK   

● Learn   to   play   a   blues   scale   on   kitā   and   piana   and   write   a   melody   /rangi  
● Write   an   eight   bar   melody   in   using   the   A   minor   Pentatonic   scale.  

  Learn   this   on   guitar/kitā 

 

        
 

        Learn   this   on   keyboard/piana  
 
 
 
 
       Using   the   notes   of   the   scale   write   your   melody   /   rangi   below.  

 

 


